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What is POS tagging?

Grammar – not necessarily a sexy topic:

Jack Cade: "It will be proved to thy face that thou hast men about thee 
that usually talk of a noun and a verb, and such abominable words as 
no Christian ear can endure to hear." 2H6 IV.vii

Part-of-speech tagging involves adding codes to words which indicate 
the grammatical category (noun, verb, adverb, adjective, etc.) to which 
they are deemed to belong.

To_TO be_VBI or_CC not_XX to_TO be_VBI that_DD1 is_VBZ the_AT question_NN1

The tagging process can be automated by programs such as CLAWS.

There is no such thing as 100% accuracy; the aim is to be good enough.



Why one might bother

(1) It reveals patterns of grammatical usage, and this can help us:

 Write descriptive grammar books

 Teach English grammar

 Write dictionaries

 Study variation in English, e.g. dialects

 Study change in English (i.e. the history of the English language)

 Study the ‘style’ of a particular period or author



Why one might bother

(2) It improves the accuracy of other automated processes (e.g. 
lemmatization, semantic tagging) 

What is lemmatization?

A process that involves grouping word variants or word-forms into 
‘lemmas’ (which are like dictionary headwords).

• Dictionary headword/lemma: do = 1

• Modern (morphological) word-forms: do, does, doing, did, done = 
5

• Early modern (morphological) word-forms: do, does, do(e)st, doth, 
doing, did, didst, done = 8



Why one might bother

 POS-tagging improves lemmatization prospects, typically by 
disambiguating words, e.g. homonyms such as leaves (in 
Shakespeare two-thirds of cases are a noun, one third a verb)

Semantic tagging

Semantic tagging involves adding codes to words which indicate the 
semantic/meaning category (e.g. people, time, power, being, food, 
thought, colour, liking, avarice, relationship) to which they are 
deemed to belong. Cf. WMatrix



Why one might bother

(3) Some of the specific POS tags may be of interest, e.g.

 NP1/2 – Singular/plural proper noun (e.g. London, Jane, 
Frederick)

 NNB – Preceding noun of title (e.g. Mr., Prof., Lord)

 FW – Foreign word



Trials and tribulations

• Grammatical phenomena which are marginal today, but may 
require addressing by the tagger for EModE

– 2nd person singular

• Words not in the modern lexicon

• Words whose possible classifications have changed

– what

• Words whose probability profile has changed

– prostitute

• Extra cliticisations (me=thinks, me=thought)

• But we don’t have the time for a radical system overhaul



Solution

(1) Development work: Patch CLAWS three ways:

– Resource patching

– Input patching

– Output patching

(2) Manual post-editing (if necessary)



Implementation of development work

Untagged text

Tagged text

CLAWS input

CLAWS output

CLAWS

CLAWS
resources 

Wordlist 
patches

Idiomlist
patches

Input patching script

Output patching script



Resource patching: lexicon



Input patching



Output patching



Manual Post-editing



Methods for manual post-editing

1. Search on the word itself and check, e.g. what

“And what was he?” = determiner
“What ho Brabantio” = interjection

2. Search on tags which we anticipate may need fixing, e.g. tag 
ZZ1 (singular letter of the alphabet) wrongly applied to 
pronoun I.

3. Use regular expressions, e.g. to find and check words ending in 
–ing (disambiguating nouns, verbs and adjectives)
\S\S\Sing \d\d

4. Check by reading …



Recurrent issues (1)

• Familiar words in unfamiliar grammatical roles

– e.g. marry can be an interjection as well as a verb
“Marry [VV0/86] UH/14  for justice she is so employed” (Tit 4_3)

– fright can be a verb as well as a noun
“What shall they seek the Lion in his den, And fright him there?” (KJ)

• Unfamiliar phrases

– e.g. go to (to is an adverb not a preposition here)
"Go to, you're a dry fool:" (TN 1_5)

• Some names of characters not recognised as proper nouns

– e.g. [Mistress] Quickly (not an adverb), [Lord] Say (not a verb)



Recurrent issues (2)

• Wordplay sometimes confuses CLAWS

– “A mark, O mark but that mark: a mark says my Lady” (LLL 4_1)

CLAWS tags all four cases as nouns; the second is a verb

– “Marry this is Miching Mallico, that means Mischief” (Ham 3_2)

marry wrongly tagged as verb
miching mallico tagged as verb, proper noun, but more likely to be 
adjective, noun (meaning unclear)


